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A well fitted bridle will enhance the  A well fitted bridle will enhance the  
look of your horse and a horse that  look of your horse and a horse that  
is comfortable will perform better.  is comfortable will perform better.  
There is a measurement guide on  There is a measurement guide on  
the back of the brochure or online  the back of the brochure or online  
at www.englishbridles.co.ukat www.englishbridles.co.uk

EB CUSTOMISED 
BRIDLES 

32

See the full range  
on our website. 

LEATHER CARE 

Leather will need caring for 
if it is to be kept in tip-top 
condition. Even with excellent 
care, leather will age. How it is 

cared for will affect how long it remains serviceable. 
Do not use oil as this loosens the fibres and 
causes leather to stretch. To ensure that the leather 
stays supple we recommend that you use leather balm.

See the leather guide 
on our website.

Please see the foot of the page on our website: www.englishbridles.co.uk for Measurement Guides, Leather Care, Terms and Conditions, and Returns Policy.

ENGLISH BRIDLES

info@englishbridles.co.uk | www.englishbridles.co.uk

Established for over 40 years English 
Bridles are specialist in handcrafting 
bridles to fit a range of sizes.

English Bridles made by Master  
Craftsmen using the best Sedgwick  
British hand finished leather 

EB products are made in our workshop by qualified 
and highly skilled saddlers, with the finished 
products being exceptional. Our Biothane  
Reins are made with genuine Biothane  
from America. English leather  
gives extra strength  
to our reins.
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Comfort Bridles have a cut back Comfort Bridles have a cut back 
padded headpiece and a softly padded padded headpiece and a softly padded 
noseband. There is a choice of a noseband. There is a choice of a 
cavesson, a fixed flash or a detachable cavesson, a fixed flash or a detachable 
flash noseband and a choice of  flash noseband and a choice of  
three widths of nosebands.three widths of nosebands.

EB COMFORT 
BRIDLES 

See the full range  
on our website. 

ENGLISH BRIDLES

54

EB Comfort Narrow FlashEB Flat Padded Flash

EB Comfort Medium Flash EB Comfort Flat PaddedEB Comfort Narrow Cavesson

EB Comfort Cavesson

EB COMFORT BRIDLES

info@englishbridles.co.uk | www.englishbridles.co.uk
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EB show bridles are handcrafted  EB show bridles are handcrafted  
in our workshop, using Sedgwick in our workshop, using Sedgwick 
British leather. British leather. 

EB SHOW 
BRIDLES 

See the full range  
on our website. 

EB SHOW BRIDLES

ENGLISH BRIDLES

EB Small Pony Plaited Show Bridle EB Show Bridle 

EB Show Hunter Bridle EB In Hand Bridle EB Small Pony In Hand Bridle

info@englishbridles.co.uk | www.englishbridles.co.uk info@englishbridles.co.uk | www.englishbridles.co.uk

EB Comfort Show Bridle
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EB PREMIER BRIDLES

EB Premier Patent EB Premier ComfortEB Premier Flat Padded

ENGLISH BRIDLES

info@englishbridles.co.uk | www.englishbridles.co.uk info@englishbridles.co.uk | www.englishbridles.co.uk

ENGLISH BRIDLES

EB PREMIER BRIDLES

EB Double Crank EB Crank Bridle EB White Padded Crank

EB Crank Fixed Flash EB Flat Padded Patent CrankEB White Padded Crank
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EB GRACKLE BRIDLES

EB Padded Grackle EB Grackle Wave Browband EB Pony Grackle Fluffy Nose 

EB Comfort Grackle Fluffy Nose EB Swarovski GrackleEB Small Pony Grackle

ENGLISH BRIDLES

GRACKLE MEASUREMENT GUIDE

INCHES/CM

Measure the back 
straps fastened.

Measure from the ring 
one side over the head 
to the ring the other side, 
including the rings.

INCHES/CM INCHES/CM

Measure from where the cheekpiece 
joins the bit one side over the head  
to where the cheekpiece joins the  
bit the other side.

Bit to Bit1

INCHES/CM

Browband

Measure the browband’s 
total length from one end  
to the other.

2

4 5

INCHES/CM

First Strap with buckle

Second Strap without buckle

3

Measure the two 
straps that go 
around the  
nose and mouth.

Email your
measurements

to info@
englishbridles

.co.uk



EB Show Hunter Noseband

EB Pony with Detachable Flash EB Narrow Flat Padded Cavesson EB White Padded Crank 

12 13

EB Flash Attachments

EB Grackle Noseband

EB Flat Padded with Detachable Flash

EB Two Strap GrackleEB Comfort with Detachable Flash EB Comfort Narrow Nosebands EB Drop Noseband 

EB Comfort Cavesson Noseband

EB Crank Cavesson EB Crank Detachable Flash

EB Flat Padded Noseband 

EB NOSEBANDS 

We have a large selection of nosebands 
which can have a fixed flash, a detachable 
flash or no flash

ENGLISH BRIDLES ENGLISH BRIDLES

See the full range  
on our website. 

See the full range  
on our website. 
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EB REINS SIZES

English Bridles offers a wide range of 
craftsman made, quality English leather 
reins, with stainless steel fastenings.
We use only genuine Biothane, which  
is polymer coated webbing. Reins made 
with genuine Biothane are durable,  
will not mold or mildew and can be 
quickly rinsed clean.

EB Full Size Reins 58”
EB Cob Size Reins 52”
EB Pony Size Reins 48”
EB Show Pony Size Reins 46”
EB Small Pony Size Reins 44”

ENGLISH BRIDLES ENGLISH BRIDLES

EB Plain Reins EB Biothane with SpacersEB Laced Reins EB Biothane EB Plaited Reins 

EB Large Bobble Buckle Rubber EB Suregrip Reins EB Small Bobble Billet RubberEB ½” Curb Rein EB Large Bobble Billet RubberEB Half Rubber with Spacers

EB Half Rubber Reins EB Leather with Spacers EB Draw Reins

with 
Spacers

without 
Spacers

See the full range  
on our website. 

info@englishbridles.co.uk | www.englishbridles.co.uk info@englishbridles.co.uk | www.englishbridles.co.uk
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EB BROWBANDS 

The unique range of EB Browbands offers 
quality browbands in a range of stunning 
designs. They are made made from quality 
British leather and genuine Swarovski crystals.

ENGLISH BRIDLES ENGLISH BRIDLES

EB Spotlight

EB Wave Silver or Brass Clincher

EB Swarovski Red EB Silver or Brass Clincher 

EB Swarovski Pearl 

EB Wave Flat Padded

EB Flat Padded

EB Plaited

EB Raised and Padded

EB Plain Leather

EB Wave Raised and Padded

EB Wave Flat Padded

See the full range  
on our website.
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The cut back comfort headpiece positions 
the bridle further back than a traditional 
headpiece. The show bridle range has a 
plain traditional headpiece but we can put 
together a show bridle with a Comfort 
headpiece. Comfort, Comfort Dressage 
and Grackle bridles have the comfort  
cut back headpiece.

EB Lead Reins are made with top 
quality Sedgwick English leather. 
They are available in different 
widths. They have a buckle fastening 
so a brass chain of your choice can 
be attached. The fastenings are solid 
brass and they can be polished to 
shine in the show ring. 

EB HEADPIECES EB LEAD REINS AND CHAINS  

EB Billet Hook Cheekpieces are available in 
½”, 5/8” and ¾” width. Standard width 5/8” 
cheekpieces are available with billet hooks, 
buckles or clip fastenings. 

EB CHEEKPIECES 

EB Comfort Cut Back Headpiece EB Lead and Newmarket Chain1 1

1

EB Traditional Headpiece EB Newmarket Chain2 2

2

EB Double Bridle Comfort Headpiece EB Lead Rein and Brass Chain 

EB Straight Comfort Headpiece EB Plaited Lead Rein

EB Comfort Cut back headpiece  
with integrated nose band straps 

EB Brass Chain 

3 3

4 4

5 5

3

4

5

See the full range  
on our website.

ENGLISH BRIDLES ENGLISH BRIDLES

18 info@englishbridles.co.uk | www.englishbridles.co.uk 19info@englishbridles.co.uk | www.englishbridles.co.uk

EB Butterfly Lead6

1

2

3

5

4

6



ENGLISH BRIDLES ENGLISH BRIDLES
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The EB Premier Pony saddle is designed to fit a 
range of small ponies. The saddles have adjustable 
gullet bars which range from X wide to narrow.

The X wide Premier saddle has been designed for 
Shetlands and Native ponies and has a has a wide 
gullet to distribute the rider’s weight over the 
pony’s spine.  

The Premier saddle is ideal for a beginner as the 
seat and supporting knee pads help the rider to 
stay balanced.  

The choice of premium leather sets this saddle 
apart and gives the rider a sensation of grip.  
The saddles are handcrafted and English 
Sheepswool flocking is used as this moulds 
quickly to the shape of the pony’s back. 

EB PONY SADDLES 

SIZES

14” Narrow, Medium, Wide, X Wide
15” Narrow, Medium, Wide, X Wide

Saddle back

Saddle front

Saddle right

Saddle left Saddle Girth Straps

The saddle has point straps, 
which keep it in place and  
stops it slipping forward.

See the full range  
on our website.



EB HEADCOLLARS

The EB headcollar has a detachable padded 
headpiece that can be undone on either side 
of the head. There is a solid brass clip on 
the rolled throatlash, making it easy to slip 
the headcollar on and off. It has maximum 
adjustment, so that it will fit over a bridle at 
a show or a competition. The softly padded 
noseband is adjustable and has a solid brass  
tie up ring at the back. The EB Headcollar  
is stylish, comfortable for the horse and  
offers quality at an affordable price.

ENGLISH BRIDLES

See the full range  
on our website. 

EB HEADCOLLARS

ENGLISH BRIDLES

See the full range  
on our website.

EB Comfort EB Havana ClassicEB Classic Pony EB Small Pony

EB Throat Clip 

EB Black ComfortEB Chestnut Comfort EB Havana Comfort EB Australian Nut Comfort

22 23info@englishbridles.co.uk | www.englishbridles.co.uk
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EB STIRRUP LEATHERS

EB stirrup leathers have a nylon core and are stitched 
for extra safety and to prevent stretching.

ENGLISH BRIDLES

See the full range  
on our website. 

info@englishbridles.co.uk | www.englishbridles.co.uk

EB Girths have triple elastic at both ends - just one 
elastic can cause a twist in the saddle. Stainless steel 
roller buckles, high quality stitching and a durable 
supple leather are features of all of our girths. 
The girth can be selected with or without a ring.

“They (EB Studguards) are so 
supple and fit without rubbing” 

Di Fairclough, a UKCC level  
3 BSJA coach and HOYS  
winner recommends  
EB Stud Guards.

25

EB STUDGUARDS

EB GIRTHS

EB Stud Guard (Sizes 40” – 56”)

EB Pony Balding Girths (Sizes 24”; 26”; 28”)  

The EB Atherstone girth is shaped to 
prevent rubbing. (Sizes from 40” – 56”) 

ENGLISH BRIDLES

See the full range  
on our website. 

info@englishbridles.co.uk | www.englishbridles.co.uk



EB BREASTPLATES

EB MARTINGALES

EB Running Martingale EB Running Martingale Buckle Fastening EB Standing Martingale

1

EB GP Breastplate 

EB Elastic Breastplate 

1

2

1 2

EB Standing 
Martingale Attachment

EB Running 
Martingale Attachments

1

2

2

EB HANDCRAFTED BELTS

EB LEATHER BAGS

Only the best leather is used for our range of belts. 
The leather is cut and prepared by hand, the buckle is 
hand stitched in place and not glued or stapled, which 
gives a much desired feel of quality and craftsmanship.

All EB bags are made from quality leather by skilled craftsman. The EB Manbag and the EB 
Overnight bag have a phone pocket, a padded section for a laptop and zip section for documents.

EB Oak Bark

EB Manbag 

EB Chestnut EB Black

EB Overnight Bag

EB Key Rings

See the full range  
on our website. 

ENGLISH BRIDLES ENGLISH BRIDLES
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EB Black rolled 5/8” buckle

29

ENGLISH BRIDLES ENGLISH BRIDLES

EB DOG COLLARS EB DOG COLLARS

EB dog collars are made from the finest leather.

EB ½” Oak Bark EB Softly PaddedEB Light Oak Bark

EB Black Swarovski ¾” EB Chestnut Rolled

See the full range  
on our website.

EB Black Rolled

EB Swarovski  
1” wide

See the full range  
on our website. 

info@englishbridles.co.uk | www.englishbridles.co.uk info@englishbridles.co.uk | www.englishbridles.co.uk



EB ACCESSORIES GENERAL GUIDANCE

EB Girth Loop ½” or 5/8”

EB Leather Balsam 

2

1

EB Headpiece Pad3

EB leather Curb Strap4

EB Web Girth Loops5

EB Neckstrap

EB Keepers ½”, 5/8” ¾” 7/8” 1”

6

7

EB Round Trigger Clips8

EB Square Trigger Clips9

Novelty Purses10

All purchases are subject to our terms and conditions.   
See our full terms and conditions on our website:  
www.englishbridles.co.uk/terms

RETURNS

Any item bought from our stand at a show can be returned. 
A credit note or an exchange will be given. Make sure the 
item is unused, unmarked and has not been personalised or 
customised in any way. 

Any item bought from the Sale section of our Trade Stand  
is not eligible for exchange or refund. Any item bought  
from the 'Offers' section of the website is not eligible for  
an exchange or a refund.

If you return an item for an exchange, there will be a  
postage charge.

LEATHER CARE

Do not use oil. Oiling loosens the fibres too much and it 
actually makes the leather weaker. The fibres in modern 
leather are much looser because of the different, less pollutant, 
chemicals that are used in tanning. To ensure that the leather 
stays supple we recommend that you use leather balsam.

SWAROVSKI 

Swarovski do not guarantee against loss of crystals.  
Swarovski regard their crystal settings as jewellery  
and as such they are not made for everyday activities.  
As a result of this, there is no refund for lost crystals.  
Each stone is in a clasp. Swarovski is a premium product 
because of this feature. For a stone to come out the  
clasps have to be opened, as might happen if the stone  
gets caught and pulled. For Swarovski dog collars it  
is possible for the stones to come out if the dog’s claw  
gets under the stone when it scratches its neck.

English Bridles, The Barn, Ardens Grafton,  
Warwickshire, B496DR

ENGLISH BRIDLES ENGLISH BRIDLES
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1

2

3

4 5

7

6

8
9



English Bridles, Ardens Grafton, Warwickshire, B49 6DR

HOW TO MEASURE YOUR BRIDLE GUIDE

BROWBAND
Measure the browband’s total length from one end to the other.

1

Is it difficult to get  
a Bridle to fit your horse?

Let us customise one for you - simply follow the 
‘How to measure your bridle guide’. Then email 
the measurements to: info@englishbridles.co.uk

When you email your measurements an image  
is helpful and also let us know the type of bit  
you use. If the bridle you are using isn’t a good  
fit add comments such as ‘Browband is tight’, 
‘Throatlash is too short it fastens on the last hole’. 

HEADPIECE
’From the end of the throatlash one side, excluding the buckle,  
to the end of the point strap the other side.

NOSEBAND HEAD STRAP
Measure the headstrap from where it joins the noseband  
one side over the head to where it joins the noseband the  
other side. Do not include the noseband.

2 3

BIT TO BIT
From where the cheekpieces join the bit one side over the  
head to where the cheekpieces join the bit the other side.

4

NOSEBAND
Measure the noseband, excluding the buckle, from one  
end to the hole that you do up on.

5

Email your
measurements

to info@
englishbridles

.co.uk


